The objectives of this research are to address the following questions: “What data structures and runtime methods are needed to carry out coordinated runtime optimizations to enable comparative analysis applications on extremely large low-dimensional, spatio-temporal scientific datasets?” The runtime optimizations include 1) judicious management and staging of large and complex data structures across memory hierarchies -- from globally accessible disks, to local SSDs and disks, to distributed memory, to local memories, and to memories on GPUs, for instance; 2) distributing and rearranging computations and data to minimize data movement; 3) increasing locality by carefully caching and replicating portions of input datasets and output from analysis operations, 4) coordinated scheduling and mapping of analysis operations to CPU cores and GPUs to increase overall application throughput, and 5) masking data movement costs with computation. “What programming abstractions are needed to easily compose comparative analyses while achieving high performance and scalability?” Potential candidates for these abstractions are the MapReduce and filter-stream frameworks and combined use of these frameworks to express the range of data access and processing patterns in comparative analyses.

Challenges Addressed: This project aims to address the challenges associated with programming comparative analysis applications on extreme scale machines and scaling them to extremely large datasets. Scientific simulation applications on leadership scale machines generate very large volumes of data. Advanced instruments are also making it possible to rapidly collect vast quantities of high-resolution sensor data. Comparative analysis facilitates the process of studying, understanding, and quantifying how an ensemble of inter-related datasets (e.g., datasets from obtained from sensor readings and simulations over the same physical domain) differ and correlate. This type of analysis requires access to and processing of subsets of multiple datasets stored on disk as well as to data being generated on the fly (e.g., by multiple simulations running concurrently). Data access in common operations used in comparative analyses range from local and regular data access, to indexed data access, to irregular and global access to data. Processing patterns encapsulate several types of processing structures. Thus, runtime support for comparative analysis has to carefully coordinate query and retrieval of data from multiple sources, concurrent execution of multiple analysis methods with different processing structures, and management and movement of data across millions of cores, accelerators such as GPUs, and multiple memory hierarchies.

Maturity: The proposed research builds on and extends results from earlier research by our group as well as other groups. Tools and methods developed in the earlier research have targeted some of these challenges in distributed clusters, Grid and Cloud environments[1-8], or focused on specific types of functions such as high performance I/O[9-13], management and program coupling[14, 15], data preprocessing, indexing, and query[16-18], and file systems[19-22].

Uniqueness: Numerical simulations on extreme scale machines will be one main source of datasets for comparative analyses – for example, a researcher may run multiple large-scale simulations to look at various what-if scenarios. In addition, as advances in sensor technologies make it possible to capture data faster and at higher resolutions, the sizes of sensor datasets will rapidly reach extreme scales. These trends
will necessitate the use of extreme scale machines for data storage and analysis for scientific progress and discovery.

**Novelty:** Traditionally most of the research in runtime systems on leadership scale machines has focused on supporting complex numerical simulations. Runtime support for data intensive applications and data analysis has primarily targeted optimizing I/O operations for writing and reading large volumes of simulation output and managing, indexing, analyzing, and visualizing single datasets. The proposed approach complements these efforts in that it targets analyses on ensembles of interrelated datasets. It also aims to provide support for implementation of analytics applications from elementary operation categories that are common to comparative analyses on low-dimensional, spatio-temporal datasets. These elementary operation categories are data cleaning and low level transformations; data subsetting, filtering, subsampling; spatio-temporal mapping and registration; segmentation and object classification; multi-dimensional aggregation; and change detection, comparison, and quantification. The runtime environment is a component-based and service-oriented platform. Application specific implementations of the elementary operation categories are represented as components. These components are combined to form analysis pipelines using an abstraction combining MapReduce[8] and filter-stream processing[1] styles. Services are associated with elementary operations as well as data storage, indexing, and I/O to provide runtime support, such as coordinated scheduling of I/O operations and application-specific implementations of the elementary operations.

**Applicability:** We define low-dimensional scientific datasets as those in which (1) data elements are defined at points in a multi-dimensional coordinate space with small number of dimensions and at multiple time steps and (2) a point is primarily connected to (or interacts with) points in its spatial neighborhood. Many sensor and simulation datasets have these properties: microscopy images in biomedicine; simulation and sensor data in weather and climate modeling; satellite data in large-scale monitoring and change analysis; seismic surveys and numerical simulations in reservoir characterization; and data from telescopes in astronomy. Comparative analytics plays key roles in many phases of scientific research, including validation of numerical models, parameter studies, error estimation, predictive modeling, and sensitivity studies. In validation, analysis and comparison of multiple datasets, generated from simulations and experimental measurements, can be used to quantify and evaluate how much numerical models and measurements differ or agree. In predictive modeling, comparative analysis of multiple datasets can assist scientists to, for example, examine co-occurrences of features across time and space under different configurations or initial conditions of the problem under study. Thus, results from the proposed research will have applicability in a wide range of scientific research scenarios and domains.

**Effort:** To develop an efficient and effective runtime system to provide the functionality outlined in this paper, research will need to be carried out in the following areas: (1) programming models and abstractions to facilitate the development of comparative analytics applications; (2) data structures and techniques for efficient representation, indexing, storage, and staging of data; (3) methods and data structures for optimized management and movement of data across memory hierarchies during analysis; (4) strategies for mapping and execution of data processing tasks in an environment with billions of cores and CPU-GPU nodes. The research effort should be performed by multi-disciplinary teams of computer science and application researchers to produce not only an efficient and scalable runtime system, but also one that can be easily integrated into scientific research projects.
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